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A. Circle the right answers.

[5 x 1 = 5]

1. You weren't at the party, (were you / was you) ?
2. Those are her notebooks, (aren't they/aren't those) ?
3. Today is the (hotest/hottest) day of summer.
4. An elephant is (big/bigger) than a mouse.
5. This car is (more expensive/expensiver) than that one.
B. Write the comparative and superlative forms.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. beautiful - _________________________

_

___________________

2. large

- _________________________

_

___________________

3. tall

- _________________________

_

___________________

4. easy

- _________________________

_

___________________

C. Correct the tags in these tag questions.
1.

[4 x 1 = 4]

That Koala is from Australia, doesn't it ?
________________________________________________________

2.

She isn't a movie star, does she ?
________________________________________________________

3.

He drinks coffee, does he ?
________________________________________________________

4.

George and Bob can swim, they can't ?
________________________________________________________
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D. Put the words in the correct order.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. Thomas / than / happier / is / cliff.
__________________________________________
2. colder / December / is / than / October.
__________________________________________
3. the / He / smartest / is / boy / in our class.
__________________________________________
4. She / the / swimmer / fastest / on her team. / is
__________________________________________
E. Circle the correct answer. Write it in the blanks.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. Those ______________ your glasses, aren't ________________?
a) are, those

b) aren't, they

c) are, they

2. This _______________ Judy's dress, isn't _____________ ?
a) is, it

b) is, Judy

c) isn't, it

3. Nancy _______________ a doctor, was ______________ ?
a) was, she

b) wasn't, Nancy

c)wasn't, she

4. He ______________ ride a horse, can ______________?
a) can't, he

b) can, he

c) does, he

F. Write the nouns in the correct order.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. A pencil is longer than an eraser. A ruler is longer than a pencil.
____________________________________________________________
2. Sam is nicer than Bobby. Tina is nicer than Sam.
____________________________________________________________
3. John is taller than Mike. Kathy is taller than John.
____________________________________________________________
4. Nora is faster than Cindy. Mary is the fastest girl in school.
____________________________________________________________
HHHHH
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